We should have a script that compares package versions on the previous release with the current one. If there was a version update, send mail to package maintainers asking them about features that they want to have promoted. The script should use some common template text and fill in package name and versions etc. The script is intended to be run once (or max twice with only a reminder) per release.

Did changes parsing and searched for update/version/feature keywords and selected only people that done more than something important changes. Sent result to mailing list, script needs some polishing to be used generally as I took few shortcuts, but we have a list and with some input from Jos we can send the mails. Polishing and pushing to github is not priority task I would say.
please push to github anyways so we can build on it in the future

You said you sent the mail. So done? Did you push the source?

Pushed & done, can use quite some polishing as I did some additional filtering in SQL.
https://github.com/openSUSE-Team/features-reminder

Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
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